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Antitrust Statement 
The Financial Health Network assigns the highest priority to full compliance with both the letter and the spirit of the anti-trust laws of the 
United States, and it is vital that all Financial Health Network programs and events be conducted in a manner consistent with that policy.
 
Participants are expected to ensure that their participation and communications at any Financial Health Network program or event, or 
through the Emerge Financial Health Platform, do not violate U.S. anti-trust laws or their own companies’ respective anti-trust policies. 
Care must be taken when participants communicate, whether at formal or informal meetings, social discussions, conference calls, 
videoconferences, or electronic chats, or by e-mail or other electronic or other means, to ensure that no conduct becomes or appears to be 
anti-competitive. In general, the types of discussions that should be avoided are those that may suggest, invite, constitute, or tend to reflect 
agreements among competitors as to price, discounts, profit margins, or warranties; terms of sale that could impact price, such as output, 
quality, service, or innovation; information about customers or allocation of customers, markets, or territories; or boycotts or joint refusals to 
do business with others. 

More broadly, participants should not engage in any exchanges or disclosures of competitively sensitive information on current or future 
prices, pricing strategy, output, or other terms of competition, such as quality, innovation, service, or similar topics. Any participant in any 
Financial Health Network program or event or any user of the Emerge Financial Health Platform who encounters any discussion of these 
subjects should promptly voice his or her objection and terminate or leave such conversation. 
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A program of the Financial Solutions Lab, the Nonprofit-Fintech Exchange works to:

● Facilitate cross-sector dialogue on how fintech providers and nonprofits can effectively work together to 
build and bring holistic solutions to financially struggling consumers.

● Foster a space in which nonprofits and providers can directly solicit partnership opportunities and funding to 
bring partnerships to life.

● Harvest learnings from discussion and partnership experiences to inform the broader field and industry on 
how to build effective partnerships and inclusive fintech products.

.

● Recruited 50+ nonprofits and fintechs to participate as members in the group
● Held six in-person meetings, giving nonprofits and fintech opportunities to 

FinHealth Network Strategic plan: 

● Growth and Engagement: More than 400 organizations are engaged across all Financial Health Network businesses, 
including one third from outside financial services.

● Data and Measurement: More than 200 organizations are measuring the financial health of their customers, employees, 
and/or communities in an ongoing and disaggregated manner, with a majority contributing data to our Measurement 
System. 

Partnerships between fintech providers and nonprofits organizations serving financially struggling communities have great 
potential for impact.  Working together, these organizations can offer underserved consumers a powerful combination of tech 
solutions and supportive relationships with trusted partners — all with the goal of building financial health.

● Provides a prime channel for reaching and serving LMI consumers and historically disadvantaged communities, 
a main goal of the Lab.

● “Recipient will operate an initiative to foster collaboration between financial technology companies, including 
Innovator companies that have participated in previous cohorts of Lab 1.0 or Lab 2.0, and nonprofit services 
providers and intermediaries working to improve the financial health of LMI communities. Through the Program, 
Recipient will share learnings externally on effective collaboration between nonprofit entities and financial 
technology companies. Recipient may provide grants to nonprofits that are using financial technology to 
advance the nonprofits’ program goals. JPMC will review any subgrant applications and will have input in 
approval of such subgrants. Recipient will designate a staff member who will lead the initiative.”

1. Recipient seeks to cultivate, support and scale innovative ideas that advance the financial health
of LMI consumers and historically underserved communities.
2. The Grant will help promote the financial health of more than one million LMI consumers and
support at least four new innovative concepts that address specific financial health problems
through Challenges. Indicators of success include: large banks launching firm-wide financial
health strategies; more financial technology innovation focused on LMI consumers and
communities; more LMI consumers making progress on key financial health benchmarks, such as
savings and debt reduction; and more consumer advocates, policymakers, donors and investors
supporting digital innovations for LMI communities. Specific outputs include: identify and
Page 22 of 25
highlight 6-8 un-addressed financial problems; conduct 6-8 Challenges, such as an Accelerator or
a Collaborative, to address the selected consumer problems; generate and disseminate learnings
with banks, investors, policymakers, and other stakeholders; and engage at least 100 JPMC
employees through volunteerism and internal engagement.

Concept Note:

“FSL innovators (both Accelerator and Collaborative) improve their understanding of designing products for LMI consumers as a result of engagement with anchor orgs for user 
testing/prototyping and user feedback from Nonprofit-Fintech Exchange, pilots with consumer advocates, etc.” 

“In addition, given our ongoing commitment to scaling innovations that work, we will continue to have a proactive strategy around introducing partner nonprofits with promising 
fintech solutions. We will continue to run the Nonprofit-Fintech Exchange (fka the Fintech-Nonprofit Partnerships Working Group). The Exchange provides nonprofits and 
fintechs with ongoing in-person and virtual connection opportunities (meetings at CFSI Network events, monthly newsletters, periodic digital events). We are currently in the 
process of evaluating the funded partnerships under FSL 1.0 and will be publishing those learnings in June. This evaluation process will help inform additional partnership 
support we plan to deploy under FSL 2.0. 

 

We are currently in discussions regarding coordination and a possible partnership with the Aspen Institute’s Financial Security Program to integrate the work of the 
Nonprofit-Fintech Exchange with Nonprofit Leaders in Financial Technology (nLIFT).  We are also discussing how to connect the FSL’s Collaborative and Accelerator to the 
consumer needs identified through Aspen’s Expanding Prosperity Impact Collaborative (EPIC) program.”

12-16 reports (five co-authored) released to
share learnings and results from Challenges,

Established in 2017, the Nonprofit-Fintech Exchange is a marketplace for interested nonprofit and fintech 
providers to explore collaboration and swap insights on how to build high-impact partnerships.

About The Nonprofit-Fintech Exchange

https://cfsinnovation.org/our-network/small-groups/nonprofit-fintech-exchange-interest-group/
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2020 Grant Program 

Application Criteria

Applications must have all partners identified and fully committed in 
order to be considered and should be willing to pilot or prototype new 
solutions, that aim to improve financial health for low-income and 
underserved students and workers.

> Impact potential
> Originality/Innovation
> Partner strength
> Focus on LMI and underserved communities
> Potential for growth
> COVID-19 economic crisis is prioritized

To seed, support, and learn from innovative partnerships that leverage the unique capabilities 
of nonprofits and fintechs to improve the financial health of students and workers.
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2020 Grant Program Partnership Examples
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A nonprofit integrates a 

fintech tool into its existing 

program to increase 

engagement and impact.

A fintech integrates or 

refers customers to 

relevant nonprofit 

services.

Fintech Distribution Nonprofit Referral Systems Enhancement

A nonprofit implements 

fintech systems or tools to 

enhance back-end systems 

or operational processes

Insights and Design

A fintech engages a 

nonprofit to get design input 

into new products and 

features

The Nonprofit-Fintech Exchange grant program will be open to all types of partnerships, such as the 
following examples described in Cross-Sector Solutions: A Guide to Nonprofit-Fintech Partnerships

https://finhealthnetwork.org/research/cross-sector-solutions-a-guide-to-nonprofit-fintech-partnerships/
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2020 Grant Details 
Each grant recipient will receive:

> $50,000 in capital for each partnership.

> Technical assistance to help grantees execute projects.

> Actively engage with, and learn from, the nonprofit and fintech peers in your cohort.

Grant use restrictions:

Funds can be used to support both fintech and nonprofit activities with the following terms:

> Majority of funding should go to the nonprofit partner.

> Limited use for travel.

> Any systems enhancements must be project-specific.
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2020 Grant Program Timeline

GRANT PROGRAM RUNSSELECTION 
PERIOD

        APR      MAY      JUN      JUL      AUG      SEPT      OCT      NOV      DEC     JAN      FEB      MAR      APR      MAY

APPLICATIONS OPEN

Applications due

JUNE 30TH

2020 2021

EMERGE : 
LIVE

Financial Health 
Network Member 

Summit

SUMMIT

EMERGE  
2021
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Type your question in the chat box!
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Type your question in the chat box!



May 2020 • myleapfund.com • karen@myleapfund.com

https://myleapfund.com/


112
million

blue collar workers across the nation
Many states have increased to $15/hr minimum 
wage including: CA, IL, MD, MA, NJ, and NY, as 
well as D.C, Seattle, and other localities. Source

20%

of employers have workers hitting 
benefits cliffs

Ohio is the first state to establish preliminary 
numbers, but we don’t know nationwide and 
other state numbers yet. Source

Leap Fund exists because of policy failure 
which punishes low-income U.S. workers for moving ahead

Solving the benefits cliff

https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/states-with-15-minimum-wage-laws-doubled-this-year
https://www.dispatch.com/news/20190623/businesses-urge-ohio-to-pull-low-wage-workers-back-from-benefits-cliff


Let’s imagine

Tonya’s boss offers her a raise — $1.50 more an hour

Tonya accepts but because she’s earning more 

she loses a $900 child care benefit. 

The problem

Today there’s no way for Tanya to know if she will hit a 

benefits cliff. 

Leap Fund has the answer!

   

What is a benefits cliff?

Why would you 
turn down a raise?

$15 $16.50

Salary

Benefits

Raise

Total Income



Low Commitment
4 week pilot, low lift for 
your team

Serve Clients Better
Unique opportunity to 
test-drive prediction tool

Add-on Program 
Integrates with existing 
coaching program

$0 to Participate
In fact, let’s get a grant 
to collaborate!

Finding the benefits cliff

Leap Fund’s private calculator pilot



Existing Coaching Program
Currently used by financial coaches, employment coaches, workforce development 

training coaches, and social workers.
1

Join us

Ideal partners for Leap Fund’s pilot

2
Want to Better Understand Clients on Public Benefits

● How many people experience benefits cliffs?

● How many people make financially conservative decisions out of fear of 

hitting a benefits cliff?
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Type your question in the chat box!
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Type your question in the chat box!
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Type your question in the chat box!
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Type your question in the chat box!
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Type your question in the chat box!
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Type your question in the chat box!
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Type your question in the chat box!



Next Steps
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How to get started with your application?
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Follow up with an 
organization you would 
like to follow after this 
webinar 

Have more questions for 
us? Need help finding a 
partner? Email us at 
exchange@finhealthnetwork.org 

Connect Email Us Submit App
Ready to submit your 
application? 
Visit the Financial 
Solutions Lab Website for 
details.

Attend EMERGE
Want to continue the 
conversation? Join us at 
EMERGE: LIVE 

mailto:exchange@finhealthnetwork.org
http://finlab.finhealthnetwork.com/nonprofit-fintech-exchange-grant-application/?utm_campaign=Financial%20Solutions%20Lab&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=87021593&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9FQMQJfhIHC7sY8eLdJ9Q1m7XtEv5jmPnVmkThlA8Yq_R977cW4JZcBwr0EjYILi8FBQVTHulxlr_F0VwsQApLuQMtmA&_hsmi=87021593
http://finlab.finhealthnetwork.com/nonprofit-fintech-exchange-grant-application/?utm_campaign=Financial%20Solutions%20Lab&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=87021593&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9FQMQJfhIHC7sY8eLdJ9Q1m7XtEv5jmPnVmkThlA8Yq_R977cW4JZcBwr0EjYILi8FBQVTHulxlr_F0VwsQApLuQMtmA&_hsmi=87021593
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Link in chatbox!
bit.ly/smallgroupsurvey2020

Evaluations!
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               : LIVE
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SAVE
THE

DATE

June 22-26, 2020
Get the latest updates on speakers, sessions, 
and more at emerge.finhealthnetwork.org 



SAVE THE DATE
October 14-16, 2020



Thank You
Nonprofit Fintech Exchange Team
Elizabeth Dwyer
edwyer@finhealthnetwork.org
Josh Sledge
jsledge@finhealthnetwork.org
Karla Henriquez
khenriquez@finhealthnetwork.org 

mailto:edwyer@finhealthnetwork.org
mailto:jsledge@finhealthnetwork.org
mailto:khenriquez@finhealthnetwork.org
https://twitter.com/FinHealthNet
https://www.facebook.com/FinancialHealthNetwork
https://www.linkedin.com/company/FinancialHealthNetwork
https://www.youtube.com/FinancialHealthNetwork
https://medium.com/@FinHealthNet



